
SERVICE OVERVIEW

Key Document 
IdentificationSM

Get on top of investigation and litigation risks faster
Troubling employee or shareholder accusations, rumblings of a fraud investigation, or a bet-the-company lawsuit can send 
legal and investigations teams into a pressure-filled risk assessment mode. With business, legal, reputational and stock price 
impacts looming you must get on top of the situation fast to make decisions on strategy. How in the world are you going to 
cut through all the data to figure things out and not miss critical facts?

H5 Key Document IdentificationSM is a proven technology-enabled service that helps you make strategic decisions earlier,  
get armed with fact narratives faster, and manage costs right from the start. 

GET TO FACT NARRATIVES FASTER
Traditional manual review, and even TAR, can net sizable document sets that 
you still must wade through to find information that is harmful or helpful to  
your emerging narrative.H5 experts rapidly surface key docments on your 
priority themes in as little as a few days so you can develop fact narratives  
faster for effective early interviews, depositions, and negotiations.

MANAGE COSTS RIGHT FROM THE START
The legal world has changed – your team operates on tighter budgets, with an 
unwavering focus on efficiency. With Key Document Identification, you get a 
tightly-nuanced on-target document set to lower review time and costs. Search 
strategies and assets are often re-usable to lower costs across the portfolio. 

MAKE STRATEGIC DECISIONS EARLIER
You want to quickly get to the heart of the matter, but face a mass of 
unstructured data. A method for quickly finding the key documents buried  
in the data would sure speed-up your assessment. 

H5 search experts use linguistics, analytics, and powerful technology to surface 
key documents early on so legal teams can make informed decisions earlier on 
risk, strategy, and resources.

H5 consistently delivers key documents 
representing <1% of total documents.

“[H5] helped us find what 

we needed, faster than we 

ever could have-and the 

best part is that we didn’t 

have to pay an arm and a 

leg to get the job done.”
General Counsel Fortune 100 
Technology Company



Connect with us to see how Lighthouse can best support you.
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Reduce Risks of Missing Critical Information
You’ll find targeted search is much more efficient than linear review for rapidly surfacing key facts. H5 experts work with  
you to define discrete fact-finding themes upfront. Key documents are then rapidly surfaced using analytics and a net of 
granular, targeted searches as part of a comprehensive investigative strategy for interrogating the data in our powerful 
technology platform.

Faster Results
H5 delivers high-priority key documents in a matter of days, with the remainder following in a few weeks. Traditional linear 
review typically takes months.
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